Business Intelligence Solution for Hospitals
Business Intelligence (BI) for hospitals is a way for the hospitals to avail actionable insights from
huge amount of HIS data. The hospital management can gain bird’s-eye view of the hospital’s
performance, explore the strengths and weaknesses, and understand the underlying reasons or why
of everything using a BI solution. Such an explicit outlook on the performance of the hospital will
allow the hospital management to infuse actions that can result in improving the results.

Why BI for hospitals
Take data-driven, informed business decisions, rather than decisions based on biases or gut-feeling
Faster reporting and analysis lead to faster actions
Unlock the factors that promote and hinder your growth easier.
Access the current, historical and future predictions with ease

Key features
Visualize at a glance

Interactive dashboards provide an unambiguous view of
performance at a glance.

Easily track business goals

Know the status of your targets at a click.

Pinpoint patterns quickly

A drill down from the dashboard reveals graphs that can show
the performance patterns with ease.

Access from anywhere,
anytime, any device

BI works on any mobile, desktop or tablet devices via webbrowser, making access easier.

Interoperability and scalability

Integrate with your existing ERP or HIS solution with ease. The
solution is suitable for single medical practitioners to large
hospital networks.

Robust technology architecture

Ellíder BI is designed using Microsoft PowerBI, offering a robust
platform of technology.

Focus on healthcare metrics

Ellíder BI comes with hospital-specific metrics, with NABH and
JCI mandated KPIs included.

Centralized operation

Track performance of all your networks of the hospital from one
place.

Reports v/s Business Intelligence Solution
Reports show you what happened and the status of things. BI, on the other hand, offers the
underlying reasons of why things happened and shows you ways to improve
performance/business.
Reports do not show forecast. BI can predict the future.
Reports take more time as they are manually generated. BI solution provides insights real-time
at a click with zero manual involvement.
Reports take time to analyze. BI presents data in interactive dashboards with graphs and
charts.
You may need multiple reports to see the consolidate performance data of all areas of
business. All consolidate data are available on one platform BI.
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